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Much of the history of American sciences in the mid-twentieth century has focused on
the triumph of “big science,” based on the combination of federal funding, vast increases in the
scale of instrumentation and experimentation, and the alliance of universities with agencies of
government, particularly the military. 1 This approach documents the vast and clearly
consequential changes in American sciences that are necessary for understanding the creation of
what President Dwight Eisenhower called the “military-industrial complex,” the space program,
and the deep technological infrastructure that underpins most advanced science today. But it
virtually ignores the education of the scientists themselves – without whom, after all, there would
be no science.
We became interested in this historical problem through researching and writing a book
on Courtney C. Smith, president of Swarthmore College, 1953-1969. 2 Though Smith himself, a
former professor of English literature, did not have a strong interest in the sciences, our reading
of his papers and our investigation of the years leading up to his presidency, convinced us that
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the sciences at Swarthmore, a small liberal arts college, were vital, important, and worth
examining more closely. Moreover, we have looked at several other small liberal arts colleges,
such as Juniata, Oberlin, and Reed, which have had reputations for strong science programs, to
see whether what we have observed at Swarthmore is part of a bigger story.
In sum, we will argue that Swarthmore, and similar liberal arts colleges, provided an
extremely high level of academic training for many of the generation of scientists who were
central to the rise of “big science.” As Donald Kennedy, editor-in-chief of Science magazine
wrote recently, “Today, just as in the 1930s and the ‘50s, [liberal arts colleges]
disproportionately supply the undergraduate talent that feeds the academic pipeline.”3 As we
consider this phenomenon, we also will examine the kinds of curriculum that provided the
training, the issues that the science faculties faced, and who were the science-educators on the
liberal arts campuses.
Swarthmore College, founded in 1864 by a liberal branch of the Society of Friends, or
Quakers, was a rather quiet small college a few miles southwest of Philadelphia, with a certain
reputation for football, when a new president, Frank Aydelotte, took office in the early 1920s. He
revolutionized the curriculum by introducing an intense honors program for selected juniors and
seniors, and almost immediately made Swarthmore a nationwide magnet for students who
desired in college a challenging intellectual experience. It was, as well, a magnet for professors
who enjoyed teaching in such an environment.
A Rockefeller Foundation officer visiting Swarthmore in 1938 wrote these comments in
his diary after visiting an embryology seminar:
Swarthmore has very small classes and much informality in the teaching. This happened
to be a group of six or seven pre-medic [sic] students sitting around a table discussing
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various problems in vertebrate embryology with [Professor Kille], and various ones going
to the blackboard from time to time and drawing sketches of chick and pig embryos,
particularly with reference to the fetal membranes.... One gets the impression of
exceptionally fine teaching by these methods... [Kille] taught in the invertebrate course at
Woods Hole several summers, now goes to the Tortugas Laboratory... 4
The next year another Rockefeller Foundation officer, the head of the Natural Sciences Division,
Warren Weaver, made these comments after meeting with Wolfgang Köhler, the great
experimental psychologist who came to Swarthmore as part of the intellectual exodus from Nazi
Germany:
K[öhler] speaks of the fact that psychology being such a young subject is still essentially
all “frontier,” so that he can bring undergraduates to research problems with but very
little preliminary training. K[öhler] says that one of his undergraduates is now doing as
good research in psychology as has ever been done under his direction. During the
afternoon [I] had visited one of K[öhler]’s seminars, where a small group of Honors
undergraduates was carrying on an exceedingly interesting research inquiry into the
nature of memory. 5
It was an era when Detlev Bronk, an early product of Aydelotte-era Swarthmore and a future
mandarin of science, could write an optimistic essay on “Research at the Small College” that
argued that:
The growing size of our state universities is making it increasingly difficult for them to
give that intimate contact between the mature and the developing scholar that has so
important a function in the development of a nation’s best minds and characters. 6
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Bronk’s kind of “intimate contact” remained the hallmark of Swarthmore’s educational style
throughout the decades we are considering today. Other small liberal arts colleges of the era that
were similar to Swarthmore in providing an intense educational program, with or without an
honors program, were described in similar ways. An assessment of Oberlin’s science program in
1952 emphasized that its honors program “permits superior students to engage in some
individual research or other study project in the senior year,” and that “classes have remained
fairly small, a condition made possible in part by the favorable student-faculty ratio of 11 to 1
that has obtained for the last two decades or longer.” 7 (We found few outside descriptions or
critiques of the sciences at other liberal arts colleges in the 1930s and 1940s.) 8
The results of the liberal arts education fostered at these institutions was the focus of a
very influential book published in 1953, The Younger American Scholar: His Collegiate
Origins. 9 The authors sought “to discover which American undergraduate institutions are most
fruitful in the present-day production” of “those individuals who show promise of future
intellectual achievements of note.”10 Focusing on the years 1946-1950, they compiled a list of
the undergraduate degrees held by those Americans who had earned a Ph.D. at one of 25 leading
universities; had won a university fellowship from that same pool; had received a fellowship
from one of nine foundations; or had been awarded a fellowship from the Public Health Service,
the Atomic Energy Commission or the Fulbright Program. 11
The results of their research were presented simply, in two tables, ranking the fifty
leading colleges and universities as sources of these Ph.D.s. and graduate awards. The first,
listed the scholarly “productivity” of male or co-educational colleges: Swarthmore was ranked
first by a considerable margin, with Reed, Chicago, Oberlin, Haverford, Cal Tech, Carleton,
Princeton, Antioch, and Harvard rounding out the top ten. In the sciences Swarthmore was
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ranked second to Cal Tech, with Chicago, Reed, MIT, Augustana, Oberlin, Johns Hopkins,
Antioch and Cooper Union the rest of the first decade. (The authors noted that there were also a
number of highly-productive women’s colleges, but did not include them in the tables.)12 The
authors argued, referring to the growing notion that specialized training was a necessary
precondition for graduate school, that their study:
strongly suggests that high achievements in the production of younger scholars of
promise is a general rather than a specific matter, and that whatever influences explain
high achievement may be invoked generally with respect to all fields of learning.1 3
They also noted that the majority of the institutions in the list of fifty were liberal arts colleges,
that the top five were co-educational, and that “in the first 12 institutions the social fraternity
system is either extremely weak, inactive, or nonexistent.”1 4
One might dismiss these results as an artifact of the times, before the great explosion of
undergraduate education had affected American higher education (although the late 1940s was
the era of the G.I. Bill). However, studies over the years have come up with similar results.1 5
The latest, Science and Engineering Indicators 2000, published by the National Science Board,
has an appendix that measures productivity as a ratio of Ph.D.s. in science and engineering
awarded to graduates of an institution to the number of undergraduate degrees awarded to that
institution.16 The similarities to the list published in 1953 are strong: In order, the top ten are:
Cal Tech, Harvey Mudd, MIT, Reed, Swarthmore, Cooper Union, Chicago, Radcliffe, Rice, and
Haverford. Missing from the top ten of 1953 are Carleton, now ranked 12th; Oberlin, now ranked
15th; Antioch, now ranked 16th; Princeton, now ranked 20th; and Harvard, now ranked 33rd.17 If
we allow for the year 2000 list’s inclusion of engineering (which, by the way, favors
Swarthmore, which maintains an undergraduate major in engineering), there would be few
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differences over a half-century. Another study, which focused solely on institutions that offer
only baccalaureate degrees (essentially a list of small American liberal arts colleges), offers
another comparison of productivity: the absolute number of science and engineering doctorates
awarded to graduates in the years 1991-1995. Clustered at the top of the list, within a few
percentages of each other, are (in order) Oberlin, Carleton and Swarthmore, followed by
Wesleyan, Reed, St. Olaf, Williams, Smith, Bucknell, and Wellesley.18
The “productivity” of Swarthmore College can be made more specific by reference to
the three Nobel science prizes won by graduates from the decades we are considering: Christian
Anfinsen (‘37), in Chemistry, 1972; Howard Temin (‘55), in medicine or physiology, 1975; and
David Baltimore (‘60), in medicine or physiology, 1975.1 9 Two others worth special note are
Maxine Singer, a leading molecular biologist and head of the Carnegie Institution of
Washington; and Ted Nelson, “who shaped the crucial concept of hypertext” for electronic
dissemination of information.20
Clearly there is something going on at Swarthmore, and similar institutions, that is worth
examining. Why do small liberal arts colleges continue to produce outstanding scientists
disproportionately? What makes them different?
We now will look at what the sciences were like at Swarthmore and similar institutions
during the three decades we are examining. In the process of considering what might have been
the critical factors we will encounter some of the paradoxes and limits of “little science.”
First, were future scientists produced because of great science?
At Swarthmore from the late 1930s into the 1960s there were two unusual and
outstanding areas of scientific investigation: astronomy and experimental psychology.
Astronomy had a program of research based on the Sproul Telescope (installed in 1911), a 24-
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inch visual refractor with a 36-foot focal length. (In 1946 it was reportedly the third largest
refracting telescope in the United States.)21 The arrival of Peter van de Kamp at Swarthmore in
1937 marked a strong turn toward positional astronomy, which utilized the strengths of the
telescope and minimized the defects of its location on the edge of a major urban-industrial area.22
Van de Kamp’s goal was to better understand double stars, some of which had invisible
companions that were possibly planets. Although the Astronomy department had an
undergraduate major, Van de Kamp’s program drew graduate students to the Astronomy
department, one of the two at the college that regularly awarded master’s degrees.
Psychology was the other department with a graduate program, because there were three
outstanding figures in modern psychology on its staff: Solomon Asch, Wolfgang Köhler, and
Hans Wallach. The latter two were pioneers in exploring human perception, although Wallach, at
least, was interested in animal research as well.2 3
But neither of these departments had a substantial number of majors – the vast majority
of science-trained students were in the traditional natural sciences departments whose research
strengths were less obvious. William Elmore in Physics had connections with the Atomic
Energy Commission and, along with another professor, Dennison Bancroft, was a consultant for
the Los Alamos Laboratory.2 4 In Biology the long-time chairman was Robert Enders, who had
regular research visits to Panama, the Jackson Hole Wildlife Park, and the Rocky Mountain
Biological Laboratory for his studies of speciation in mammals. Near the end of his career he
was made an honorary fellow of the Association for Tropical Biology and Conservation.25 The
Chemistry department had three members who had active research programs or who had
consulting relationships with industry.26
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The faculty of the natural sciences also had some satisfaction that they were matching up
well with other institutions. An internal Du Pont Company memorandum that reached President
Smith in 1954 noted that “most of the chemistry graduates of Swarthmore who are employed by
[du Pont] come to us as Ph.D. candidates from some of the major universities.”27 A 1965 review
committee described the Biology department as “an excellent and extraordinarily successful
operation” that sent its students to “first-rate graduate schools.”28 The Engineering department
was pleased to find that, according to comparative SAT scores, it was competing on an even
basis for students with MIT.29
But throughout the administration of President Smith, 1953-1969, there were increasing
dilemmas and discontents in the science faculties. A leading issue was the matter of faculty
replacement. Swarthmore found it a struggle to recruit and retain younger faculty. Elmore, the
chairman of the physics department, described two days of recruiting for a faculty position at a
meeting of the Physical Society:
Two or three other physicists who looked me up at the recruiting table, either with
Ph.D.s. or about to obtain them, bowed out when they learned what the teaching load is at
Swarthmore, our lack of research facilities and the fact that we have no graduate
program. A new Ph.D., with ability and ambition, is anxious to continue research, and is
not willing to settle down to a heavy teaching load. There are too many competing
institutions where the teaching load is 4-8 hours, graduate students to work with on
research problems, and lots of exciting things happening at the frontiers of physics. And
there is also the financial competition of government and industrial laboratories where
starting salaries for a new Ph.D. are roughly at the associate professor level. For example,
Los Alamos was actively recruiting at the ... meeting.30
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Elmore knew whereof he spoke, because a few years earlier a candidate for a position at the
college wrote a frank letter to him describing his recruitment to Los Alamos, and why he decided
to go there, rather than take a position at Swarthmore.
I was interviewed by several groups... One group is J division, which as you know is a
test division[; it] had a rather attractive offer... they are concerned with fast scintillation
detectors and fast timing problems and it sounded like an interesting position. Of course,
it would mean going to the Pacific whenever there was a test but right now that seems
more of an opportunity than a disadvantage. They made quite a good financial offer,
about 50% more than Yale offered [$8500], and the five weeks vacation sounds good. I
received the formal offer today and am going to accept it...31
Swarthmore’s experience was not unusual: a contemporary New York Times article summarized
a report by a committee of physics professors that stated that “the nation’s four-year colleges are
finding it increasingly difficult to ... [staff] their physics departments because of the intense
competition of universities, industry and Government for the services of able physicists.” The
committee also stated that “the college physics teacher has a teaching load that averages twice as
many hours as that of his university counterpart.”3 2
This last was a constant complaint from the science departments, who argued that they
had not only full schedules, but overloads, in part because they were overseeing required
laboratory sections.33 There were no teaching assistants to take on such non-lecture elements of
courses. This left little time for personal research except in summers, which was the usual outlet
for research-oriented professors at liberal arts colleges.3 4
Class overloads was one of the factors that led the scientists to feel that the president of
Swarthmore was increasingly out of touch with their needs. We know that President Smith felt
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personally that science was moving increasingly in a direction at odds with the liberal arts
tradition of discussion and debate that he encouraged. He told one of the physics professors that
“scientists had compromised the poetic use of language by their insistence on precise definitions
of words.”35 With these concerns, Smith exercised his presidential authority early in his tenure to
appoint to the chemistry department a protégé of a Princeton University professor known for his
“spectacular lecture demonstrations.” He was never promoted, however, and when the
department’s chairmanship was open was told bluntly by other members of the department that
he was unsuited for that role. The chairman of the department later told Smith directly that the
appointment had been “a mistake” because neither his teaching nor his research were adequate.36
Another aspect of Smith’s apparent distance from emerging science was his lack of
interest in finding the funds for up-to-date instrumentation. In his remarks to outside groups he
stated that Swarthmore should have excellent science instruction but without a cyclotron, a
shorthand image for the facilities of “big science.”3 7 He did not demonstrate particular
investment in or enthusiasm for purchasing a computer for the college either, a project that took
three years (1961-1964) to bring to fruition. He apparently concurred with those who felt that the
college should not create “a major computer center,” even though a committee found that there
was “a surprisingly strong need and a large number of [potential] uses.”38 Smith’s resistance may
have derived from the experience of being on the Princeton University faculty in the late 1940s
when the off-campus Forrestal Research Center was established as a site for large-scale research
enterprises, and the humanities faculty became “conscious of the shifting balance of campus
power and the redistribution of resources, that appeared to threaten honored Princeton traditions
and established principles.”39
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Sometimes, however, resistance to new directions in science was rooted in the faculty
themselves. A clear example is in biology, which into the 1960s was dominated by the
“classical” tradition of research on organisms, with the cell being the basic unit of understanding.
The chairman of the department, Robert Enders, was emotionally opposed to adopting any
elements of the new molecular biology that was revolutionizing the field in the latter 1950s and
early 1960s. This was obvious even to President Smith, who was put in the position of urging
him (unsuccessfully) to take advantage of funding possibilities in biophysics and
biochemistry.40 Presumably it was this resistance to new directions that led David Baltimore to
recall that Swarthmore had given him “a terrible biology education.”41
The biology faculty as a whole wanted change. In 1964-1965 they exchanged a series of
memoranda, which began by stating that “Molecular biology is enormously exciting... It is
important that this new area of study be incorporated into undergraduate curricula as swiftly as
possible.”4 2 Several months later one faculty member argued that “we must not endeavor to
perpetuate a fixed and dated concept of the field by building bias and prejudice...into [our]
students.”43 In the summer of 1965 President Smith finally brought in an external review
committee, which recommended that the next appointment to the department be extended to
someone in molecular or cell biology – a step taken with a new hire in the middle of the 1966-67
academic year.44
In sum, it does not appear that science students at Swarthmore were stimulated by
cutting-edge science. Might it have been the facilities and opportunities for student research?
At Swarthmore the research facilities in the late 1930s were regarded as equal to those at
major universities, although we should remember that even major universities before World War
II often had minimal laboratory and research equipment. Two decades later conditions at
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Swarthmore in all of the natural sciences departments had deteriorated considerably. Reports to
the president by the faculty harped on overused classrooms and laboratories, limited
instrumentation, and tight budgets. This situation seems to have been mirrored at other small
liberal arts colleges. There was now a clear divide between “big science” and the “little
science.”45
There were occasional and incremental improvements through small grants. Swarthmore
received an annual grant of $2500 for chemistry directly from the DuPont Company, and
obtained modest grants for physics and biology from the National Science Foundation and the
National Institutes of Health. A grant to Biology from the Atomic Energy Commission for
equipment to use radioisotope tracers in physiological studies is a good example.4 6 The physics
department had 16 grams of plutonium on long-term loan from the Atomic Energy
Commission.47 But none of these grants appear to have been related to substantial improvements
in the facilities on campus.
One possibility for faculty was to utilize research facilities at nearby institutions –
something that science professors at liberal arts colleges frequently did. In 1965 Swarthmore in
fact became a member of the new University City Science Center, a consortium headed by the
University of Pennsylvania that gave Swarthmore’s faculty and students access to advanced
instrumentation.4 8 The arrangement, however, ran afoul of the pacifist traditions of the Quaker
college (and the increased sensitivities to the Vietnam War) when it became clear that the
Science Center was taking on substantial defense contracts.49
President Smith knew from early in his administration that the college’s science facilities
were outmoded, and in 1957 obtained a $1.8 million grant from the Longwood Foundation (a du
Pont philanthropy) to construct a new science building.50 Opened late in 1959, it had new
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facilities for physics, mathematics and chemistry, as well as space for a new science library. The
new facility made a huge change. It had numerous small classrooms with demonstration
facilities; others were specifically identified as “seminar rooms” that were “designed to
accommodate about ten people” and having adjacent “small tea pantr[ies].” (Those familiar with
small-college seminars will recognize the amenities.) Although the faculty preferred to have
flexible research space, and most laboratory rooms were not dedicated to particular types of
research, all faculty had offices with attached laboratories that were intended to be combined
research-teaching facilities, and physics had rooms for construction of laboratory apparatus, an
optics laboratory, and a spectrographic facility. As the published description of the new building
had it, “this arrangement makes it easier for the faculty member to sandwich research into small
amounts of free time, and to keep certain types of experiments going even while working in his
office or supervising students in the teaching laboratory.”51
It is worthwhile to note here that the post-Sputnik judgment on American science clearly
gave a boost to science-building construction.52 Oberlin College desperately needed new science
facilities: a Rockefeller Foundation officer who visited in 1959 described the existing chemistry
building as “very old” and “crowded”; the botany building as “completely impossible”; and the
biology department (different from botany) as located in the bowling alley of the women’s
gymnasium. With funding from the Rockefeller and Kettering foundations, Oberlin opened
Kettering Hall in 1961.5 3 Juniata College (PA) planned on a new science building in 1958,
received a Longwood Foundation challenge grant of $400,000 in 1962, and opened the $2.4
million Brumbaugh Science Center in 1965.54 Colorado College had a $1.5 million grant from
the Olin Hall of Science; Reed College completed a new biology building and an addition to its
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chemistry building in 1961; at Williams ground was broken in 1964 for the Bronfman Science
Center, a $3.9 million undertaking.55
In December 1960, soon after the opening of Swarthmore’s science building for physics
and chemistry, President Smith met with National Science Foundation officials regarding plans
for a facility that would serve the needs of both Biology and the experimental psychologists.5 6
The Biology Department wanted new facilities in the form of a new Animal House to hold
experimental animals. As plans proceeded the biologists complained that it would provide
research facilities but no new office and classroom space.57
At Swarthmore, whatever the facilities, there does not seem to have been a consistent
tradition (as there seems to have been at Oberlin and Reed, for example) of involving students in
research in the science departments. Robert Enders was known to take students on his research
trips to Panama, and a review of the Engineering Department reported that
The unusual combination of a very small number of students and highly-flexible courses
permits the staff to inject research into the regular undergraduate academic program.
Accordingly, the students develop a high degree of original thinking and ability to
analyze rather complicated problems.58
However, when President Smith suggested to the chemistry faculty that they apply to the
Petroleum Research Fund to support undergraduate research, the chairman replied that
“undergraduate research usually means that the instructor does the research with undergraduate
help. Nobody seems to believe that time can be found to carry on such type of work.”5 9
In our view neither the state of science research nor the facilities at Swarthmore College
were outstanding (let alone comparable to big science settings) and can account for the college’s
output of future scientists. There is a remaining factor, rather subjective, which seems to explain
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the difference – the quality and style of the educational process. Not just the honors program,
but the entire pedagogical system at Swarthmore was oriented toward small classes verging on
the tutorial, which at once encouraged student-professor and student-student dialogue, and
provided an atmosphere of exploration of ideas.
President Smith believed strongly in the importance of faculty interaction with students,
arguing that:
the student-faculty dialogue comes best when there is substance – when it starts, for
example, with an intellectual question the student wishes to carry further, or when it
involves a problem the student has a reason to believe the faculty member could help
with.60
To maintain this dialogue, and the kind of faculty who would work with students who had
“intellectual questions” they wished “to carry further,” Smith personally interviewed every
candidate for a faculty position, and encouraged departments to select as new members those
who would maintain the college’s traditions of free inquiry.6 1
Personal accounts sustain the reality of Smith’s goal. Even David Baltimore, who
denigrated the level of biology education at Swarthmore, found that the student-faculty Biology
Club and a microbiology honors seminar were his sources of information about molecular
biology, along with the opportunity and encouragement for independent reading that the college
environment provided.6 2 An earlier student in the biology department, Vivianne Nachmias, who
graduated in 1952 before molecular biology had become a tidal force, recalled the “charismatic
chairman, Robert Enders, who was always ready for conversation and questions. On Sunday
evenings he had gatherings at his house for students who would sit around the fire... and discuss
15

science, adventure and philosophy.” Nonetheless, when she found that the department lacked a
commitment to biochemistry, she joined fellow student Maxine Singer in developing their own
on-campus seminar.63
In this context it is interesting to read the 1954 review of the introductory science portion
of the new curriculum installed at Amherst College several years before:
Throughout the freshman course every effort is made to focus the attention of the
students on the ideas which are involved – the language, the concepts, and the inferences.
It is explicitly pointed out that the problems are simply the means to an end, not ends in
themselves... [In the laboratory the student] is required to state his problem and then to
investigate it. Virtually no specific instructions as to procedure are given.64
A description of chemistry education at Oberlin is similar:
Oberlin chemistry students have the personal attention and freedom usually reserved in
large departments for the graduate students. In the informal atmosphere possible in a
college laboratory the students are in contact with experienced teachers who can guide
the students as individuals both in the laboratory and in the library.65
It is useful to recall here as well the Harriet Zuckerman’s research into the making of Nobel
Prize winners. She came to the conclusion that the common element was the experience of being
personally mentored in a style of learning that was critical to intellectual trajectory, rather than
the assimilation of a particular body of knowledge.6 6
The central paradox of “little science” at a college like Swarthmore is that it violates, or
perhaps it is better to say, rectifies our usual focus on experiment and publication as the measure
of the creation of science. We are brought back to the recognition that there is no science
16

without the generation of scientists, and that – if the productivity of the liberal arts colleges is to
be reckoned with -- they are generated out of encounters with ideas – and encouragement to play
with those ideas – at least as much as encounters with the things of science.67
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